Triathlon Australia and all state bodies have jointly undertaken significant work to plan the
resumption of triathlon across the country. This is a constantly changing environment and due to
the progress in various states and territories, there will be varying approaches that need to be
applied in each state and timeframes.
Specifically, our states and territories have been working tirelessly to implement processes to ensure
a smooth and timely return to triathlon. We are all encouraged by the progress but, we fully
understand that we have a significant part to play, not only in resuming our sport but, also in
ensuring safe and hygienic practices are embedded so we continue on the path to full activity within
the community.
This document should be considered in line with the AIS framework for Rebooting Sport, and the
National Principles for the Resumption of Sport and Recreation Activities. All recommendations are
considered in line with current advice from Health authorities as restrictions are eased and
continually monitored.

PRINCIPLES
1. Resuming activities will contribute to
health and social aspects of those
participating in triathlon.
2. We will not compromise the health of
individuals or the community, and all
decisions will be predicated on a safetyfirst basis.
3. We will closely consult with triathlon
stakeholders and maintain regular
communication.
4. Our framework is intended to act as a
general guide and will consider our state
government’s guidance on the
introduction of various activities.
5. Our members and participants should
resume activity via a staged approach
considering any relevant local, state and
federal regulations, while maintaining
physical distancing and other risk
mitigation measures to ensure
compliance with a safety-first approach.
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6. Risk mitigations should consider any
meeting areas, changing areas, methods
of conducting swim training, gym
sessions, mitigating transferring sweat,
appropriate cleaning, sterilising
frequently needed equipment (water
bottles), and not sharing.
7. Clubs/coaches should prepare a plan to
resume full or face to face activity,
considering the government’s and sport’s
phased plan.
8. We will follow all requirements to engage
with relevant Public Health Authorities to
ensure all measures to reduce the risk of
spreading COVID-19, and we will
understand the standard public health
response to take in the case of any
positive detection including the
quarantine of large groups.
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RECOMMENDATIONS FOR CLUBS AND COACHES
1. Each club or squad should consider the
importance of staying current on the
information available regarding COVID-19
and your state’s plan to resume activity.
As activity resumes, we recommend the
club consider coach/s and or
committee/members to undertake the
COVID-19 infection control training
provided by the Government (30 min
module).
2. Consider establishing an information and
risk management plan specific to COVID19 and make the club aware of plans and
procedures in place at any facilities used
by the club, coaches, members and
volunteers. Within the plan address the
following:
a. What are the current local and
state restrictions?
b. What plans or restrictions do
local facility operators have in
place?
c. How will you maintain physical
distancing and prevent
congregating?
d. What measures are in place for
the use of changerooms or
toilets, and other hygiene
measures including sanitisation
of equipment and no sharing of
equipment?
3. Ensure your training plan addresses the
management of athlete numbers within
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4.
5.
6.

7.

8.

9.

10.

facilities or in other outdoor
environments.
What is the plan should a coach or
athlete become sick during a session?
Understand who the local health
authorities are.
What is the plan to communicate the
club’s plan to members, parents,
coaches, and other club stakeholders?
What is the communication plan should a
case of COVID-19 be confirmed? (any
confirmed case must be shared with
Triathlon Australia and the
State/Territory Association).
Have you made yourself aware of Safe
Work Australia’s Resources for WHS and
safe sport practices?
Do you have Juniors within the club?
How does the plan address specific
procedures to address drop-off and
collection procedures without
congregating in parking areas?
Are there any members, coaches, or
others who would be considered a
vulnerable group and how does the plan
address the following stakeholders:
a. Older members of the
community
b. Those with weakened immune
systems
c. Those with chronic medical
conditions
d. Any other vulnerable group from
health direct here
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CURRENT GOVERNMENT RESTRICTIONS AS THEY PERTAIN TO TRIATHLON
•
•
•

Anyone who has travelled overseas must self-isolate for 14 days and may not attend training
or other events.
Anyone who has been in contact with a confirmed case of COVID-19 must self-isolate and
not attend training or other events.
Anyone experiencing symptoms or signs of COVID-19 may not attend any triathlon activities
until provision of a negative test for COVID-19 and a complete recovery from the illness.

Coach, Club, Official Guidelines
1. Be clear and consistent about
information provided by federal and state
bodies including Triathlon Australia.
2. Ensure coaches, members, or participants
download the COVIDSafe app and
activate.
3. Eliminate the use of low-ventilated
spaces or rooms that prevent physical
distancing.
4. Implement virtual meetings where
possible or conduct face-to-face meetings
ensuring compliance with all federal and
state regulations.
5. Club and coaches should regularly
communicate the need for athletes or
participants to inform coaches or club
officials if they feel unwell and to remain
away from any activity until further
medical advice is sought.
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6. There should be no penalty for missing
sessions should someone be concerned
about illness and or COVID-19.
7. Consider implementing a health
questionnaire and maintaining current
emergency contact information to ensure
someone is available to promptly assist
should a participant fall ill.
8. All should immediately move away from
anyone who begins to cough or sneeze.
9. Spectators must comply with any
government and facility regulations.
10. Conduct sessions outdoors where
possible.
11. Ensure additional cleaning of facility,
equipment, and other high touch points.
12. Officials should refer to any sport specific
information regarding events in relation
to the COVID-19 environment.
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COACHES
•
•
•
•
•

Training and racing environment should be enacted once it is considered safe to do so.
Expectations should be adjusted to assist a smooth process for resuming sport.
Consider staggering sessions and alternate locations.
Physical distancing guidelines should be met for sessions.
Additional coaches or officials may be needed to ensure compliance with regulations and
guidelines.

What to do if someone becomes ill during a session or event?
1. Develop a risk mitigation for training
sessions and events to ensure someone
can be transported from the
environment to a health facility.
2. Identify an area for someone with
symptoms, provide a mask, call the
emergency contact and/or call the
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COVID-19 triage care hotline 1800 020
080.
3. Participants should see a physician and
be cleared after being diagnosed or
suspected to have had COVID-19.
4. Safety precautions should remain in
place in accordance with state-based
requirements as restrictions ease.
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GENERAL GUIDELINES TO PROTECT AGAINST INFECTION:
General
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Wash hands with soap and water for 20 seconds or longer or use a hand sanitizer before and
after.
Do not share equipment.
Bring a full water bottle and avoid touching taps or water fountains.
If you need to sneeze or cough do so into a tissue, dispose of immediately, and sanitize. Or,
cough/ sneeze into upper arm and sanitize.
Arrive as close as possible to the start time or refer to any staggered start plans as per your
group.
Avoid touching gates, fences, handles etc.
Do not attend if you or anyone in your household are not feeling well. Return once there is
a full recovery and maintain communication with your club or coach.

During activity
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Follow directions as per physical distancing.
Avoid contact with others.
Avoid touching your face.
Avoid spitting.
Do not share food, drinks, equipment, or towels.
Maintain social distancing when taking any breaks.
Wear any gear to the session and leave as soon as possible after finishing and
shower/change at home.

After session
•
•
•
•

Wash hands or sanitize thoroughly after leaving.
Avoid changerooms.
Clean equipment after each session.
No groups should congregate before or after training.
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CHECK LIST: CLEAR LISTING OF RECOMMENDATIONS

Aware of relevant and up to date COVID-19 information
Aware of all federal/ state/ local/ restrictions
Checked facility safety protocols
Communicated plan to all coaches, members, and other stakeholders
Plan in place to limit infection through equipment and water bottles
Manage numbers in accordance with guidelines
Response prepared should someone fall ill during a session
Communication plan if a confirmed case
Practicing current WHS and safe sport measures
Entry and exit plans in place for training or events
Vulnerable groups considered within facilities and environments
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RETURN TO TRIATHLON GUIDELINES
Each state and territory have developed plans to ease restrictions. All clubs, race directors, coaches
and members need to be mindful of their local jurisdiction’s phasing and restart of community sport,
activity, and events. Each State and territory have developed a roadmap or fact sheet regarding
their easing of restrictions. Please refer to your State or territory Government website or contact
your State or Territory Triathlon office for further information.
According to the AIS Sport Framework for Rebooting Sport (the Framework), the initial resumption
of sporting activity is dependant on several factors:
•
•
•

A sustained decrease in COVID-19 transmission
Healthcare system capacity
Community sport making their own risk assessment guided by their Local Public Health
Authorities.

Specifically, the ‘Framework’ refers to Triathlon by recommending that:
Level A
•
•
•

Training solo or in pairs, and consider remote programming
Swimming on own pool or open water (where permitted by local authorities and abiding by
all other requirements only)
Consider the use of wind trainer or treadmill

Level B
•
•
•
•

Avoid cycling in the slipstream of others – maintain 10 meters from the cyclist in front
Avoid packs of greater than 2
Avoid packs of greater than 2 running. Maintain social distancing while running.
Use of communal pool with limited numbers (as per local regulations)

Level C
•

Full training and competition

The recommended activities will occur at different rates and timelines within each jurisdiction based
on the determining of the Local Health Authorities to prevent the spread of COVID-19. The
environment is constantly evolving, and ongoing change is likely necessary. It is important that all
triathlon stakeholders remain current with all information.
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These Guidelines have been prepared by Triathlon Australia (TA) in conjunction with, and the
support of, all State and Territory Associations (STTA’s).
This document is current from 21 May 2020 and will be updated regularly during this transition
phase.
Contact information
Triathlon Australia
E: events@triathlon.org.au | T: 02 8488 6200

State & Territory Associations
ACT

admin@act.triathlon.org.au

(02) 6260 4430

NSW

info@nsw.triathlon.org.au

(02) 8488 6250

NT

eo@nt.triathlon.org.au

(08) 8929 1695

QLD

admin@qld.triathlon.org.au

(07) 3369 9600

SA

admin@sa.triathlon.org.au

(08) 8363 9133

TAS

admin@tas.triathlon.org.au

VIC

info@vic.triathlon.org.au

(03) 9598 8686

WA

admin@wa.triathlon.org.au

(08) 9443 9778
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(03) 6240 5421
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